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ABSTRACT

Fetal heart rate (FHR) decelerations are the commonest aberrant feature on cardiotocograph (CTG) thus having a major influence on classification of FHR patterns into the three tier system. The unexplained paradox of early decelerations (head compression—an invariable phenomenon in labor) being extremely rare [1] should prompt a debate about scientific validity of current categorization. This paper demonstrates that there appear to be major fallacies in the pathophysiological hypothesis (cord compression—baroreceptor mechanism) underpinning of vast majority of (variable?) decelerations. Rapid decelerations during contractions with nadir matching peak of contractions are consistent with “pure” vagal reflex (head compression) rather than result of fetal blood pressure or oxygenation changes from cord compression. Hence, many American authors have reported that the abrupt FHR decelerations attributed to cord compression are actually due to head compression [2-6]. The paper debates if there are major fundamental fallacies in current categorization of FHR decelerations based concomitantly on rate of descent (reflecting putative aetiology?) and time relationship to contractions. Decelerations with consistently early timing (constituting majority) seem to get classed as “variable” because of rapid descent. A distorted unscientific categorization of FHR decelerations could lead to clinically unhelpful three tier classification system. Hence, the current unphysiological classification needs a fresh debate with consideration of alternative models and re-evaluation of clinical studies to test these. Open debate improves patient care and safety. The clue to benign reflex versus hypoxic nature of decelerations seems to be in the timing rather than the rate of descent. Although the likelihood of fetal hypoxemia is related to depth and duration of FHR decelerations, the cut-offs are likely to be different for early/late/variable decelerations and it seems to be of paramount importance to get this discrimination right for useful visual or computerized system of CTG interpretation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) commented that a standardized approach to nomenclature, systems of interpretation and management algorithms of fetal heart rate (FHR) abnormalities has remained problematic [7]. Recently, many other countries have based their CTG interpretation systems on American practice. Three tier system of interpretation of FHR tracings have been adopted by all national guidelines but its clinical efficacy has been found significantly wanting in the USA [1,8]. Hence a 5-tier system of classification has been proposed [1,8] which is quite complex, cumbersome and somewhat impractical. It is a clinical observation that FHR decelerations are the most common deviant feature on the cardiotocograph (CTG) quite often in the absence of other FHR abnormalities and hence their interpretation has the greatest influence on the categorization of CTG into the three tier system [7]. Thus categorization of FHR decelerations will often
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make or break CTG interpretation. This clinical opinion paper has a limited scope with focus on decelerations only and other less controversial FHR changes like baseline rate and accelerations are not the subject. In USA, a major drawback is that almost 80% of all FHR tracings fall in the Category II of indeterminate significance in the three tier system [8]. “Early” decelerations are extremely rare [1] and all other FHR decelerations (late and all variable decelerations) fall in the category II. The clinician can “continue to observe”, “evaluate further” or “deliver” on individualized basis as no management algorithm can be prescribed for Category 2, which has been a major criticism [8]. However, this apparent lack of discriminatory potential may not be due to the three tier system itself but could be because of how different types of FHR decelerations are interpreted or categorized.

It is important to note that all classifications of FHR decelerations are mainly based on level IV evidence. Although level 1 or 2 evidence is lacking for most aspects of electronic fetal monitoring (EFM), this need not be a complete impediment for this clinical opinion paper which is based on step wise logical constructs, physiological principles and common clinical observations. The main aim of this clinical opinion paper is to encourage a debate about theoretical hypotheses underpinning evolution of American classification of FHR decelerations, any contradictions, clinical implications and alternative systems of classification. Open debate facilitates scientific progress and enhances patient care and safety.

2. PIONEERING WORK BY EDWARD HON IN USA

Hon and Quilligan (1968) in their final paper described three FHR deceleration patterns primarily based on whether they had their onset at the beginning (early decelerations), 20 - 30 seconds after beginning (late decelerations) of contractions or if onset time was variable (variable decelerations) [9]. Purely as preliminary hypotheses, Edward Hon somewhat ambiguously described “early” decelerations to have a “uniform FHR pattern” of a specific shape whose onset almost coincides with beginning of contraction and whose waveform reflects (somewhat vague term in itself) the associated amniotic fluid pressure curve. However, he added that this reflection may not be apparent anyway because of scale used for display. The speculation that “early” and “late” decelerations should somehow “reflect” the “apparent” gradual shape of uterine contraction curve (now more commonly recorded by external pressure transducer in many countries) seems to have taken root in North America without any scientific studies. Even if contraction curves “look” gradual, it does not necessarily follow that the consequent rise in fetal intracranial pressure and resultant FHR drop due to direct reflex parasympathetic (vagal) suppression of SA node should also be gradual. “Early” decelerations have remained very rare in American practice precisely because of the requirement for them to be “gradual” in shape despite several contrary observations of rapid head compression decelerations by many American authors including by Hon himself [2-6]. Both head compression as well as cord compression could cause rapid decelerations. Moreover, work by Cibils [10] and Krebs [11] in USA seem to have consolidated a hypothesis/belief that rapid/abrupt FHR decelerations are synonymous with “umbilical dips” or “cord compression decelerations” and that an initial acceleration foretells cord compression. Prevailing thinking has been that when only umbilical venous compression occurs, reduction in venous return causes initial tachycardia followed by eventual abrupt deceleration due to subsequent hypoxemia; whereas predominant umbilical arterial compression causes rapid deceleration due to resultant hypertension. However, no attention seems to have been paid to the onset of recovery of these decelerations. Both venous and arterial compression are maximal or sub-maximal close to the height of contraction and thus any FHR decelerations that start recovering close to height of contraction cannot be explained by “cord compression” as discussed in details later.

3. CURRENT NORTH AMERICAN DEFINITIONS OF FHR DECELERATIONS

ACOG adopted guidelines including definitions of FHR decelerations proposed by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) [7,12]. NICHD stated that they attempted to rigorously and unambiguously standardize definitions of FHR patterns and no prior assumptions were made about their relationship to fetal hypoxemia or acidemia [12]. The other assertion by NICHD that no prior assumptions were made about putative aetiology is debatable because decelerations were classified based on gradual or rapid descent which seemingly draws from longstanding unproven beliefs about effects of head/cord compression, unless there is some other explanation.

It was observed by Hon and Quilligan (1968) that FHR decelerations lend themselves very well to be classified according to their time relationship to contractions and confirmed recently as the most commonly used system in USA [9,13]. However, whether decelerations lend themselves to be divided into meaningful groups based on rate of descent is not clear and needs to be debated. It can indeed be demonstrated that combining the two systems leads to significant inconsistencies [14]. The most obvious contradiction is that decelerations with consistently early timing (constituting majority) get classed as “variable” based on rapid descent. Practical interpreta-
tion of ACOG definitions [15] shows that the first and foremost criterion is “time of descent” which takes precedence over all other parameters including time relationship to contractions. Thus the three categories of FHR decelerations by ACOG could more aptly be described as “rapid”, “gradual early” and “gradual late”. The old terminology of “early/late/variable” decelerations does not seem to accurately describe this classification anymore.

To avoid subjective inter-observer variation in differentiating “gradual” decelerations from “rapid” ones, NICHD seems to have come up with an arbitrary “30 seconds cut-off” for time taken by FHR to reach nadir from the baseline [12]. This is a proxy for “slope” of the deceleration waveform which cannot be calculated and used easily in practice. “Variable” decelerations were defined as those with time of descent to be less than 30 seconds (rapid). “Early” and “late” decelerations were defined to have descent time of more than 30 seconds (gradual) and “usually symmetrical” in shape [7,12]. Thus rapid decelerations even with onset consistently “early” in the contractions and recovering before the end of contractions will still be classed as “variable”. However, there is no evidence that this cut-off of 30 seconds or indeed the rate (slope)/time of descent are helpful in discriminating healthy from hypoxemic fetuses. Parer and Ikeda reported that fetal academia was best related to duration and depth of decelerations irrespective of rapid or gradual descent [1]. More importantly this arbitrary “30-second cut-off” leads to very strange aberrations described below [14].

4. EARLY DECELERATIONS AND HEAD COMPRESSION

Fetal head compression is almost universal phenomenon in labor and hence it is surprising that there are hardly any early decelerations when NICHD/ACOG definitions are followed [1]. The reasons may lie in a flawed speculation that “early” decelerations must have gradual descent. It is a practically verifiable observation that the recovery time of FHR deceleration (early and late decelerations symmetrical as per ACOG) is at least same or often a bit longer than the time for descent. Hence, any decelerations with descent time of more than 30 seconds would necessarily be of more than 60 - 65 seconds duration. Thus “early” decelerations based on ACOG definitions will always have to be of more than 60 seconds duration which is paradoxical for supposedly completely benign decelerations. There is no rational reason why any class of decelerations must always be more than 60 - 65 seconds in duration. This aberration is not just a theoretical issue but is likely to distort the interpretation of decelerations with resultant loss of discriminatory potential. Many recorded contraction curves last for less than 60 seconds on CTG. All decelerations occurring during these contractions will always be classed as “variable” by default. These contractions simply cannot have “early” decelerations by the very accident of definition which does not seem logical or scientific. Thus “early” decelerations (the most benign class) would become almost impossible to find as a direct paradoxical consequence of ACOG definitions. Many American Obstetricians classify decelerations of 40 - 60 seconds duration with consistently late timing as “late” decelerations (personal correspondence) probably quite rightly; but this would be contradictory to ACOG definitions as the “time of descent” would be less than 30 seconds. It needs to be debated if these contradictions are in conflict with basic scientific principles or are fundamental enough to warrant going back to the drawing board.

There have been controversies about definition of early decelerations in the past [1,14]. Characterized by gradual descent they have been proposed to occur between 4 and 7 cm dilatation [3,16,17] although head compression would be more common and pronounced in late first and second stage of labor. Ball and Parer concluded that decelerations due to head compression have rapid descent and are more common in second stage [2]. They remarked that head compression is the likely cause of many variable decelerations classically attributed to cord compression, an observation also made by Garite [2,3]. Studies by group of Caldeyro-Barcia, Rech, and Chung and Hon demonstrated that manual trans-abdominal and vaginal compression of fetal head resulted in rapid FHR decelerations [4-6]. Hence it can be concluded that it seems unscientific to define early decelerations as “gradual” based on putative aetiology or arbitrarily or for any other reason especially when a direct consequence is to make a class of most benign decelerations very hard to find. Rate or time of descent does not seem to differentiate between head or cord compression.

Alternative models of classification of FHR decelerations have been practised. For example, in the United Kingdom, expert opinion in mainstream British Textbooks reflected as well as guided the classification of FHR decelerations from 1970s until very recently [18-21]. These authorities classified all decelerations starting at the beginning of contraction and recovering before the end of contraction as “early” irrespective of “rate of descent” (Figure 1). This made “early decelerations” to be the majority in British Obstetric practice over many decades [14,22,23]. This conforms to physiological expectation that vast majority of FHR decelerations should be benign and a small number are likely to be associated with fetal hypoxemia. Thus the British classification which classed majority of decelerations in to a benign class can be expected to be advantageous in interpreting CTG for discerning fetal status. The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG) of UK published
their first guidelines on EFM in 2001 confirming that early decelerations (as interpreted in British practice) were not associated with fetal hypoxemia with a high reliability based on previous studies and expert consensus [24].

Late Decelerations

There is generally high agreement in all national guidelines and published studies that late decelerations are associated with a significant likelihood of fetal hypoxemia and acidemia [7,17,24,25]. As a direct result of NICHD and ACOG definitions (similar to early decelerations) late decelerations cannot be of less than 60 - 65 seconds duration for no logical or scientific reason whatsoever. Hence many FHR decelerations of less than 60 - 65 seconds with consistently late timing (with possibility of hypoxemia) may get inappropriately categorized into indeterminate class of “variable” decelerations. Thus it may be more scientific to define late decelerations based only on their time relationship to contractions. Further research is required to improve positive predictability of late decelerations to diagnose fetal hypoxemia.

5. VARIABLE DECELERATIONS AND CORD COMPRESSION

This is reported to be the most common deceleration pattern in labor in USA and is attributed to umbilical cord occlusion and used to be called “cord compression pattern” [10,11,13]. Since umbilical cord lacks parasympathetic and sympathetic innervation [26,27], cord compression by itself (unlike head compression) cannot elicit a “direct” or “pure” vagal reflex producing FHR drop which would simulate inverted image of a contraction. Hence, different permutations and combinations of baroreceptor and chemoreceptor mechanisms and partial/complete cord compressions have been proposed as underlying pathophysiological mechanism [13]. Lee et al. (1975) and many other authors proposed initial venous occlusion leading to loss of fetal blood volume (through patent umbilical artery) triggering initial FHR acceleration or shoulder [13,17,28-30]. To explain subsequent rapid FHR drop via baroreceptor mechanism, complete arterial occlusion (complete cord compression) will be required and has indeed been proposed causing fetal systemic hypertension [13,17,18,28-30] (Figure 2). How likely is it that the cause of vast majority of FHR decelerations in labor is “complete” cord compression rather than head compression? Transient hypoxemia is another mechanism proposed [11,13]. Indeed many animal studies have shown that hypoxia through chemoreceptor mechanism seems to be more dominant cause of FHR decelerations associated with cord compression [31,32] but these are likely to be late in timing or at least late to recover (i.e. after relief of venous compression). Lastly, baroreceptor mechanism proposes recovery of FHR following relief of umbilical artery occlusion but illustrations [13,17,28-30] show this occurring close to or at the peak of contractions (Figure 2) where FHR recovery starts. It is clearly not possible that umbilical arterial occlusion which is proposed to occur in the early part of contraction would be consistently relieved at the peak of
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the hypothesis of “FHR variable deceleration and cord compression”, adapted from Williams Obstetrics (2010) and Lee et al. (1975) [13,28]. This hypothesis is the mainstay of categorization of vast majority of FHR decelerations as “variable” (result of cord compression). However, this hypothesis seems to have major flaws. Note the FHR recovery starting at the height of contraction which cannot be explained by the hypothesis illustrated and is contradictory to theoretical modeling (see text) and evidence from animal studies [31-35]. The deceleration depicted seems consistent with “direct” or “pure” vagal reflex (head compression rather than cord occlusion).

contractions. Umbilical arterial compression could cause arterial hypertension but this does not reverse at the peak of contraction. Even more importantly, many animal experiments show that FHR bradycardia precipitated by short term (about a minute or so) complete or partial cord occlusion starts recovering only after relief of complete and partial cord occlusion [31-35] which would be much later after peak of contraction. Thus theoretical modeling as well as substantial evidence from many animal experiments proves that cord compression cannot explain the most common “apparent” rapid FHR decelerations during contractions with the trough of deceleration consistently corresponding to the peak of contraction (Figure 2). These decelerations are consistent with “direct” or “pure” vagal reflex, the commonest cause being head compression (and possibly multifactorial) as indeed proposed by many authors [2,4,6,18-21] and hence would be best classed as early decelerations. This would be consistent with description by Hon [9], Krebs [11] and most British authors [18-21] that variable decelerations would be primarily characterized by variation in timing. The small accelerations (shoulders) need not always be a result of cord compression but may simply be a reflection of balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic systems signifying fetal well-being. Lastly, it has been commonly overlooked that simple physical stimulation of the umbilical cord causes direct contraction of musculature of umbilical arteries (not necessarily theoretical venous followed by arterial occlusion) leading to partial constriction [26] but the resultant FHR decelerations would be classically variable in timing and could not be expected to consistently start recovering at the peak of contractions as majority do. Animal experiments suggest that a variety of mechanisms trigger the FHR decelerations with cord compression, including baro-, chemo- and mechano-reflex (personal correspondence with Dino A. Giussani, Professor of Developmental Cardiovascular Physiology & Medicine, University of Cambridge, UK) [31]; and hence are likely to be variable in timing.

Thus based on Hon’s description and reasons outlined above, variable decelerations (when defined by variable timing/recovery in relation to contractions) are likely to constitute much small proportion of all decelerations. Further elucidation of variable decelerations remains debatable. “Loss of initial acceleration” is the commonest atypical feature but was found to be relatively benign [11]. On the other hand other atypical features referred by Cibils [10] as “late or hypoxic components” may have better positive predictability. However, when much smaller number of (variable) decelerations will need to be further elucidated in to typical and atypical (abnormal) ones, the overall discriminatory power of different types of FHR decelerations is likely to improve. This is clearly an area for future research. A recent important well designed large study by Cahill et al. (2012) found no correlation between “atypical decelerations” and incidence of neonatal acidemia [36]. They analyzed last 30 minutes of CTG preceding 5388 deliveries and came to a conclusion that the “total deceleration area” was a better predictor of neonatal acidemia [37]. However, one specific feature of this impressive study may be that most CTGs studied were in the second stage of labor. In practice, majority of cases of fetal hypoxia/acidemia generally commence and need to be detected during the first stage of labor. It is a common clinical observation that the FHR decelerations in second stage of labor (during maternal expulsive efforts) are much deeper and wider compared to the first stage where similar ones would indicate far worse prognosis. Hence in addition to many other unresolved questions, different ranges of “total deceleration area” may have to be defined for first and second stage. In practice, because of the increased frequency and diversity of FHR decelerations in second stage, most senior British Obstetricians consider mainly persistent late decelerations as
significant. Debate should include whether universal application of same “total deceleration area” parameters to all decelerations (a very heterogeneous group) would be rewarding especially when it represents a complete departure from half a century of relatively well hypothesized and observed importance of “time relationship of decelerations to contraction cycle” [38]. Although the likelihood of fetal hypoxemia is related to depth and duration of FHR decelerations [1], the cut-offs are likely to be different for early/late/variable decelerations and it seems to be of paramount importance to get this discrimination right for useful visual or computerized system of CTG interpretation. Unfortunately, American Obstetricians (unlike the British) are unlikely to have had exposure to or a favorable practical experience of a system where “early” decelerations constituted the majority [14]. However, it does appear that a system where vast majority of FHR deceleration are classed as “variable” leads to loss of “information” or discriminatory capacity of FHR decelerations [14,36,37].

Nuchal Cord and Variable Decelerations

Hankins et al. reported that newborns with a nuchal cord had more variable FHR decelerations in the first and second stage of labor [39]. However, this is not a proof that the prior categorization of decelerations as “variable” (significant cord compression) must be correct. This is because the vast majority (similar proportion) of decelerations were “variable” anyway in the groups with presence and absence of nuchal cord. More importantly, the prevalence of umbilical cord acidemia increased from 11.8% in controls (somewhat high) to 20% in the presence of nuchal cord [39]. Hence it seems crucial that an attempt should be made to differentiate benign reflex from hypoxic decelerations rather than placing all decelerations in a single indeterminate category. FHR decelerations with nuchal cord are likely to be multifactorial.

6. THREE TIER CLASSIFICATION OF FHR PATTERNS

Three tier systems take in to account many aspects of FHR patterns and hence are likely to be better in predicting fetal status [24]. FHR decelerations do have a maximum and disproportionate influence on them. It follows that inappropriate and unscientific categorization of FHR decelerations is not only of theoretical interest but will impact on ability of three tier systems to predict fetal condition and thus their clinical usefulness. The classification of FHR decelerations based primarily on time relationship to contractions as described by Hon and others [2,4-6,18-21] is likely to be more predictive of fetal condition. This is because they categorize majority into a benign group of “early” (as expected physiologically) and smaller number of decelerations into “late” and “variable” groups. This is exemplified by the British three tier system (RCOG, 2001) in which “early” decelerations are normal, “typical variable” decelerations fall into suspicious category, while “atypical variable” and “late” decelerations (even without FHR baseline abnormalities) fall into pathological category [24]. American three tier system on the other hand has been criticized for lack of usefulness in practice because almost 80% of all abnormal CTGs fall in to indeterminate category II where no definite management recommendations can be made [8]. This may be a result of vast majority of FHR decelerations being inappropriately classed as “variable” adversely affecting ability of different types of decelerations to predict fetal hypoxemia or well being. A large proportion of fetuses with acidemia will have decelerations but not necessarily absent baseline variability. Thus the category II constitutes large number of benign decelerations as well significant proportion of deceleration patterns associated with acidemia with no practical means to differentiate. Miller and Miller described category II (majority of cases) as “confusing” and proposed a standardized “ABCD” approach to CTG interpretation in general but also aimed to minimize the controversy generated by category II [15]. A “simplified ABCD checklist” constitutes about 25 boxes with several considerations in many individual boxes [15] raising a question whether checklists are always helpful although in fashion. Moreover, there remains lack of clarity and uncertainty about how to determine “clinically significant decelerations” in the large heterogeneous category II group. The solution in “ABCD” approach for this “uncertainty” is to proceed to the next step which is to estimate how long it may take for metabolic academia (pH below 7.0 in “ABCD” approach) and potential fetal brain injury to develop; and accomplish delivery before this. However, there is no practical guidance possible to decide the potential timing of this eventuality in category II (with either “ABCD” approach or the three tier system); because even the likelihood of this eventuality is the very “uncertainty” in the first place. Moreover, in practice the aim should be to diagnose deceleration patterns associated with pH of 7.10 or 7.15 and intervene at that stage. Thus the ABCD approach does not seem to solve the problem of confusing and heterogeneous category II. On the other hand, with more logical and judicious categorization of decelerations, late decelerations and variable decelerations with recurrent late components could achieve sufficient discriminatory potential to be classed into Category III similar to British three tier system [24]. Computerized interpretation of FHR patterns is long time coming and proving difficult to be reliable or widely accepted. This again may be because of flawed emphasis on shape of waveform (rapid or gradual) which tends to make cate-
orization of decelerations somewhat dysfunctional.

7. CONCLUSION

NICHD and ACOG definitions of FHR decelerations based simultaneously on timing as well as shape of waveform (rate/time of descent) lead to conflicting results. Majority of decelerations have consistently early timing but these get classed as “variable” because of rapid descent and putative aetiology. FHR decelerations due to both cord compression and head compression can have rapid descent. Detailed analysis of baroreceptor-chemoreceptor hypotheses [14] and evidence from many animal studies [31-35] suggest that rapid decelerations during contractions with trough consistently corresponding to peak of contractions cannot be explained by cord compression. These are consistent with benign direct/ pure vagal reflex mechanism (most likely head compression with some other factors like placental compression). Decelerations due to partial or complete cord compression/mechanical stimulation are almost always likely to have variable/delayed recovery or timing. Moreover, as an unintended but direct consequence, ACOG definitions mandate “early” and “late” decelerations to be always more than 60-65 seconds, making early decelerations very rare which is unphysiological and unexplained [14]. It needs to be debated whether the current categorization of FHR decelerations contains any flawed hypotheses, significant contradictions or anomalies undermining basic tenets of scientific practice. Aetiology of FHR decelerations will always remain putative and hence the main aim should be to differentiate between benign reflex versus hypoxic decelerations. FHR decelerations can be said to be of two main types [38], one due to parasympathetic (vagal) reflex and other due to direct suppression of myocardium due to hypoxia. The clue to differentiating this is in the “timing” rather than “rapid or gradual descent”. Since hypoxia during contraction has a lag time to develop or worsen and recover, it causes decelerations which are late in timing by chemoreceptor reflex and in more severe cases by direct myocardial suppression. Fresh debate and re-examination of classification of FHR decelerations is urgently needed. Dysfunctional categorization of FHR decelerations will impair clinical usefulness of CTG interpretation and three tier systems. A recent important research paper by Cahill et al. (2012) also stressed the major influence of FHR decelerations on the 3 tier classification and suggested that the current NICHD nomenclature of decelerations may result in loss of information [37]. Alternative models of classifications should be considered and subjected to expert consensus and clinical studies. Even materials from existing clinical studies could be subjected to re-analysis using different classification of decelerations. It needs to be explored if definitions of FHR decelerations based primarily and solely on time relationship to contractions as originally proposed by Hon and others [2,4-6,18-21] are more scientific and clinically useful.
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